YourMunichTour
We make München!
Day trip Neuschwanstein Castle

Neuschwanstein

Munich City Center >>> Neuschwanstein Castle >>> Approx. 1:45 h >>> 78 mi from Munich City Center

Your Tour
The price includes:





Transfer from your hotel or address in Munich and back
All routes to other destinations as part of the booked tour
All parking fees / tolls
Bottled water in the car for every guest

Not included are:





Tickets for the castle visit
Costs for bus transfer or carriage ride to/from the castle
Snacks, food, and drinks
All other activities which are subject to a fee

YourMunichTour
We make München!
Important information for your Neuschwanstein visit
Booking: You book the tour on your desired date - we will do the rest!





Departure times from Munich between 08:00 and 09:30 (the sooner the better!)
Entry time for the castle depends on the departure time from Munich
We always try to book the optimal admission time for our guests.
If the online ticket quota is sold out, 30.00 Euro will be charged once for the organization of the tickets.
This also applies to short-term tours (e.g. for the next day)

Reaching the castle:
There are three ways to reach the castle entrance:
 On foot, about 30 minutes uphill (moderately strenuous).
 With a carriage (a small part still must be walked uphill)
 By shuttle bus (most comfortable way to get to the castle).
 Carriage and shuttle bus may not be available depending on weather conditions (ice,snow). In this case
the only way up to the castle is on foot.
 Neuschwanstein is the most visited attraction in Bavaria. The fairytale castle is idyllically situated on a
dreamlike rock. Unfortunately, the castle is difficult to reach for guests with mobile restrictions.

The guided tour inside the castle:





Duration of the tour: approx. 35 - 45 minutes
Large bags, suitcases or backpacks are not allowed!!
There are several stairs to be mastered inside the castle!
Photography and filming are strictly prohibited inside the castle!

Good to know:





For children and adolescents under the age of 18, the visit to the castle is free of charge.
We have child seats for all ages! Please tell us the age of your children.
Please pay attention to suitable footwear and inform yourself in advance about the weather on the day
of your visit to the castle.
Important: Bring your passport for possible border crossing to Austria!

Program in the afternoon



The schedule depends on the starting time of the guided tour inside the castle. We have numerous
possibilities for the design of the rest of the day in our tour description.
Nevertheless, we recommend deciding spontaneously on the respective day according to time, weather
and to your heart’s content. Your guide will be happy to advise you and respond to your wishes!

